
 
Master Photographer Irving Penn’s 

First Major Painting Exhibition: An 

Exclusive Look 
On the eve of a show in New York of Penn’s mostly unseen paintings, the 

artist’s son discusses the works in a rare interview 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When photographing subjects in distant locations, Penn often traveled with a portable studio that allowed 

natural light in from above—a Penn trademark. His wife, model and artist Lisa Fonssagrives-Penn, traveled 

with him to New Guinea in 1970 and took this portrait of her husband at work.  PHOTO: LISA 

FONSSAGRIVES-PENN, © THE LISA FONSSAGRIVES-PENN TRUST 
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Penn at work in New Guinea, 

1970. PHOTO: BY LISA FONSSAGRIVES-

PENN, © THE LISA FONSSAGRIVES-PENN 

TRUST  

IN 2017, when New York City’s Metropolitan Museum of Art staged a major exhibition 

honoring the 100th birthday of the late photographer Irving Penn, its director, Thomas P. 

Campbell, cited Penn as “one of the most celebrated American artists of the 20th 

century.” The statement was an acknowledgment of Penn’s “uncommon virtuosity” with 

a camera, as Campbell put it, and his innovation in the darkroom, but also indicated that 

Penn’s oeuvre was more diverse than just his renowned photography. 

 

On September 13, the Pace Gallery and 

Pace/MacGill Gallery in New York—which 

has long represented Penn—will reveal a 

little-known aspect of Penn’s work: his 

paintings, created during the final decades of 

his life, from the mid-1980s until his death in 

2009. His archives contain more than 200 

painted works, most never seen by the 

public, and approximately 30 will be shown 

at the Pace Gallery exhibition. Although the 

imagery varies, the paintings may seem 

distinctively Penn-like to those who know his 

work well—especially the still-life paintings, 

which are reminiscent in content and style of 

many of Penn’s famous editorial photographs. 

“[My father] used to say, ‘I hope people will understand this, because it comes from the 

same brain,’ ” says Tom Penn, Irving’s son and the director of The Irving Penn 

Foundation, in a rare interview. “He was incredibly passionate about it.” 

Neither the gallery nor The Irving Penn Foundation will classify Penn’s paintings in a 

specific genre or category. “They stand in a unique space, influenced by different 

spaces,” says the foundation’s legacy program manager, Alexandra Dennett, who points 

out that Penn’s approach to paintings was both unique and complex. “They are drawings 

translated through photography, rendered as prints and infused with his expansive and 

exacting vision.” Adds Pace/MacGill co-founder and president Peter MacGill about 

Penn’s distinct style: “It was a total invention of how to make a painting.”  



Penn’s photographs have commanded high prices at auction; in 2008, one of his platinum 

prints, Cuzco Children, was sold for $529,000 at Christie’s. Interest in Penn’s work has 

been especially high since the Met’s Penn centennial show last year. Nearly a quarter of a 

million visitors came to see the exhibition in New York, and over 330,000 people 

attended the show when it traveled to Paris’s Grand Palais, where it was on display from 

September 2017 through January 2018. (The exhibition was also on display in Berlin and 

São Paulo.) Many of Penn’s most famous photographic works were shown but only one 

of the paintings—in a glass case in the last room of the show. It simply wasn’t the 

moment to spotlight the painted works, says Tom.  
 

 

 
 

Penn often began his paintings by drawing an image, which he would then photograph, enlarge and produce as a 

platinum-palladium print. On that “canvas,” he worked with liquid watercolors, inks and dry color pigments and 

sometimes added sand for additional texture. The Pace exhibition will feature approximately 30 of Penn’s paintings, 

including ‘Aging Mushrooms, New York,’ 1988. 
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‘Untitled,’ 1987–88. 

© THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 

 
 
 

 

‘Untitled,’ New York, circa 1987. 

© THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 

 

 



 
 

 
 

‘The Alchemist,’ New York, 2005. 

© THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

A Worn Shoe,’ 2005. 

© THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Clinique advertisement, New York, 1982. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY IRVING PENN, © THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 
 
 

 
  

 ‘Frozen Foods,’ New York, 1977. 
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“My father always felt that when the time was right, [they] would come to the surface,” 

he explains. “I think he knew about my passion for the work, and that I would bring it 

forward and let the world know it existed. And now is the time for the paintings to come 

into the daylight.” 

BORN IN Plainfield, New Jersey, in 1917, Irving Penn knew early that he wanted to be 

an artist. He began studying drawing, composition and design in high school. While 

attending the Philadelphia Museum School of Industrial Art from 1934 to 1938, Penn 

studied art and design with visionary graphic designer and magazine editor Alexey 

Brodovitch. During the summers of that period, Penn also assisted Brodovitch 

at Harper’s Bazaar, where the latter was art director; the magazine was then 

revolutionizing graphic design and showcasing the work of photographers and artists 

from around the world, including Man Ray, Salvador Dalí and Henri Cartier-Bresson. 

After graduating, Penn worked briefly as an editor and art director for Junior 

League magazine in New York, but in 1941 he traveled to Mexico to try his hand at 

painting. “I had for a time been making sketches for the paintings I wanted to do,” he 

later recalled in his 1991 book, Passage: A Work Record—but unfortunately his work did 

not match up to his own exacting standards. He destroyed the paintings, moved back to 

New York and did not paint again for more than four decades. 



 

In his photography, paintings greatly informed Penn’s work. Many of his photographs resembled Dutch still 

lifes or cubist works. “For Penn, photography and painting were inseparable,” says Alexandra Dennett of The 

Irving Penn Foundation. ‘Theatre Accident,’ New York, 1947. PHOTO: IRVING PENN, © CONDÉ NAST 

As he moved into photography, however, paintings still greatly informed his work. His 

first cover shot for Vogue, in fall 1943, resembled a Dutch still life, with its careful 

composition of that season’s accessories, including gloves, an oversize cocktail ring and a 

handbag. Composed still lifes became a Penn photographic trademark throughout his 

career: For example, Theatre Accident (1947) depicts the glamorous contents of a 

theatergoer’s purse spilled on a floor; Frozen Foods (1977), with its blocks of translucent 

frozen fruits and vegetables, evokes a cubist painting. Penn’s 1980s still-life campaigns 

for Clinique even made high art of the brand’s soaps, lotions and deodorant. “For Penn, 

photography and painting were inseparable,” says Dennett. 

Those closest to Penn say that he was always drawing and sketching compositions, often 

mapping out his photographs as illustrations first. Tom says that even during those non-

painting years his father’s impulse to draw and paint was never dormant. “He was just 

thinking it through in his mind,” he says. “When he was making studio sketches, he was 



thinking, ‘This will be a painting someday.’ That was cooking the whole time. He didn’t 

do things that didn’t have a future.”  

Penn wrote in his 1999 book, Irving Penn: Drawings, that he found painting and drawing 

to be “a haven from the real world that belongs to the camera.” His former photography 

studio manager, Vasilios Zatse, recalls that Penn was wistful about fellow photographer 

Cartier-Bresson’s decision to pursue a career in painting and drawing. Among the few 

items hanging above Penn’s studio desk: one of Cartier-Bresson’s pencil drawings. 

 

 

‘Still Life With Skull, Bottle, and Sewing Machine,’ New York, 2005. PHOTO: © THE IRVING PENN 

FOUNDATION 

BY THE mid-1980s, Penn was ready to start painting again. He transformed a room in 

his Greenwich Village apartment into a studio. At first, he was “extremely private about 

it,” says Tom, although eventually Penn’s photography studio staff—who operated from 

Penn’s primary studio nearby—did learn about it and began helping to procure his 

materials, and also to catalog and store the finished painted works. Zatse says that the 

team was aware that painting was important to Penn and collectively took the endeavor 

very seriously: “We never viewed the paintings as something independent or separate 

from our work at the [photography studio],” he says. “We viewed him not as a 

photographer, but as an artist.”  



Penn became especially immersed in painting in 1992 after the death of his beloved wife 

and muse, Lisa Fonssagrives-Penn. “When we lost my mother, we were all completely 

devastated,” says Tom. “And I think to survive, he needed to focus on something that was 

of equal passion to the photography. Finding the relief within the passion of the work was 

very important to him at that point in life.” 

 

Penn in his painting studio, in Sweden, 1987. PHOTO: LISA FONSSAGRIVES-PENN, © THE LISA 

FONSSAGRIVES-PENN TRUST 

Each evening, Penn would leave his photography studio at 5 or 6 p.m., go home and paint 

for hours. “The only time I recall him leaving the [photography] studio early was indeed 

either to paint—or catch the Yankees on television,” says Zatse. The home studio was 

austere, containing only a chair, a large table and several filing cabinets; lighting 

consisted of a lamp clamped on to the table’s edge and a square fluorescent light on the 

ceiling. Penn often wore a headband magnifier when doing precision work. Just as he had 

innovated with his photography materials—most notably pioneering a complicated 

process for making platinum-palladium prints—he was similarly driven to create 

paintings via a process unlike any other. He often began by drawing an image, which he 

would then photograph, enlarge and produce as a platinum-palladium print. (He called 

this the “transferring of the image,” says Dennett.) On that “canvas,” he worked with 

liquid watercolors, inks and dry color pigments and sometimes added sand for additional 



texture. The resulting paintings were layered and collage-like, with dense, raised 

landscape surfaces when surveyed from the side. 

“Pleased with the new freedom, I found inside myself accumulated forms, enjoyed 

arbitrary color, the touch of the brush, the flow of pigment, the slowness and privacy,” 

Penn recalled in Passage.  

He usually worked on several paintings simultaneously because of variable drying 

times. “It took months to complete a particular image, if not a year,” says Tom. 

PENN MAY have rejected and destroyed his own earliest works, but the paintings of his 

final decades artistically satisfied him. “He thought these were very important,” says 

MacGill, who knew Penn for decades. “He was very confident in the quality of what he 

was doing—and he was not an arrogant man. [He was] ambitious in the most quiet way 

possible.” Penn’s former colleagues point out that the artist had continued destroying any 

of his works that he deemed subpar. “If Penn didn’t think well of something, it didn’t see 

the light of day,” says MacGill. 

 

‘Before the Full Moon,’ 2006. PHOTO: © THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 

Now that the Penn paintings are finally being exhibited, Zatse calls the moment 

“bittersweet,” adding that Penn had “hoped that at some point that they would be viewed 

as an important contribution.” The Pace has high market ambitions for Penn’s paintings, 



which will bear price tags ranging from $75,000 to $250,000 each. MacGill says that he 

envisions several groups of potential Penn painting buyers, including “very devoted Penn 

clients who collect in depth” and other painting clients who “are interested in getting in 

on major work at the outset.” The last group: museums—several of which are already 

interested, MacGill says.  

“And they should be interested,” he adds. 

The paintings of Irving Penn will be shown at the Pace/MacGill Gallery, 32 East 

57th Street, New York City, from September 13, 2018 through October 13, 2018. 

 

 

‘Collision,’ New York, 2006. PHOTO: © THE IRVING PENN FOUNDATION 

 


